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 Charles Andrade paints in the colorist style that has evolved from his initial training in painting, 
which he studied in England at Tobias School of Art & Therapy. His paintings can be found in private 
collections in North America, Europe and New Zealand. Andrade owns and operates Lazure Custom 
Wall Designs – a mural and decorative painting business specializing in Lazure, a unique European 
glazing finish that creates healing interior environments. Charles Andrade teaches fine art classes, 
lectures, and offers Lazure and painting workshops worldwide. Website: lazure.com. 

Healing Rose of Covid 
Pastel painting by Charles Andrade 

The Waldorf High School painting curriculum invites students 

to experience the three components of all visual imagery— 

Color, Value, and Composition—through a dynamic process 

that begins with color.  

Designed with Waldorf high school teachers in mind, this 

course begins with exercises in the properties of Color and  

its basic harmonies. Students will then move on to Value and 

its properties of tints, tones and shades and how these begin 

to organize the formal compositional structures of pictorial 

imagery. The course concludes with a clear understanding   

of the properties of Composition and how this design element 

brings focus and clarity to the dynamic movements of color 

and value.  

Not just a course for teachers, Painting out of the Color  

offers everyone, from beginners to more experienced artists, 

a new way to envision creating two-dimensional imagery with 

color as its starting point. Participants will leave this course 

with a skill set they can work with. Teachers will have a 

means and method to bring not just color, but value and    

then conscious composition to their students. 

“The fluid quality of the color is very important as it mirrors the transcendent quality of the human soul.“ 

                                                                                                                                   —Charles Andrade 
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